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THE WORLD
VIEWED
AT ROLLINS

Established
In 1894

By EGJ

Eolllnsii^SandBpur
III ' i i T - ' n T T T

VOLUME 37
A few of the Pulitzer prizes for
1932 remaining to be awarded were
announced recently, when those for
N'ewspaper Public Service, Foreign Corcspondence, Editorial, Reporting, and Cartoon accomplishments were made public.

PEACE PETIIION
PRESENIEO 10

The New York World-Telegram,
Scripps-Howard combination of the
old Pulitzer World and its own Telegram, was given the public service prize in recognition of a series
of campaigns which it waged in
the city, among which was the
sponsorship of Joseph V. McKee as Hundreds of Student And
Town Residents Sign
mayoralty candidate in t h e election of last November; this latter
Petitions
move resulted in nearly a quarter
Peace petitions signed by hunof a million votes for McKee despite the fact that his name did dreds of students of Rollins Colnot appear on the printed ballot. lege as well as other residents of
the college community were presented to Miss Mary Moss Wellborn, a "disarmament messenger"
The Berlin correspondent of the
of the Women's International LeaChicago Daily News, Edgar Ansel gue for Peace and Freedom at an
Mowrer, received the $500 prize in assembly in the Annie Russel Thehis field for his coverage and in- atre at Rollins Monday.
terpretation of the political crisis
The petitions call upon President
in Germany. Mowrer is president
of the Foreign Press Association Roosevelt to make drastic military
in Berlin, and was recently threat- and naval cuts so that the money
ened with an ouster by the Nazis saved may be used for the relief
because of his recent book, "Ger- of the unemployed, and to secure
many Puts the Clock Back"; the international agreements for unimove failed, however, and the cor- versal total disarmament.
Miss Wellborn is one of a corps
respondent remained.
of
"disarmament
messengers,"
His brother, Paul Scott Mauer,
making a flying tour of tbe Southalso affiliated with the Daily News
ern States as part of a nation-wide
foreign service, distinguished himwhirlwind campaign for a petition
self in 1928 by winning the Pulitto the President. The Southern
zer prize of that year by his weekcampaign, which covers ten states
ly reviews of European politics,
and 25 cities, was launched with a
cabled to Chicago from Paris.
ceremony in New Orleans on April
20. On the same day, groups of
prominent women started from
The Kansas City Star, acknowl- New York, Chicago and San Franedged as an eminent example of cisco to hold meetings in connecAmerican journalism, won the Edi- tion with the campaign. It is plantorial award for a series on "na- ned to hold an assembly in Washtional and international subjects ington on May 20 where the "mes. . . . an educational campaign sengers" will be met by delegations
which exerted wide influence in the from every section and escorted to
Mississippi valley."
the White House to present tg the
His coverage of the Lindbergh President the names of disarmakidnapping story gained for Franthe 48
cis A. Jamieson of the Associated j ' "tates.
^ n t advocates gathered
Press the award of |1,000 for the
Tbe Rollins' petitions were prebest reporting of the year. Jamieson was personally acquainted with sented to Miss Wellborn by PresiNew Jersey's Governor Moore, and dent Hamilton Holt, who spoke
the advantage which he gained by briefly regarding the world peace
cleverly pressing this stroke of movement. Professor Edwin L.
luck to its utmost enabled him to Clarke presided.
iret a half-hour beat for his agency
when the climax of the case broke
with the discovery of the baby's
body.
Scripps-Howard again entered
thft field when cartoonist Talburt
was awarded $500 for his cartoon
"The Ught of Asia." This showed a brawny fist, labeled Japan,
clutching a sheaf of papers which Theatre Will Be Open to the
blazed like a torch. It was markGeneral Public
ed "Nine-Power Treaty—Kellogg
Pact." The cartoon was cited as
i The Museum will present three
a "drawn editorial."
j one-act plays on Thursday, May
i 18th, at their Fern Park Theatre.
i The Theatre is being opened to the
The latest development in safe- j general public at this time. Tickty devices for navigation was given , ets may be secured from Martha
« thorough tryout recently on the ; Davenport.
Queen of Bermuda, when Comman- j "The Boor," by Anton Tchekov,
der Paul Humphery Macneil dem- j has been partly directed by Sara
onatrated his mechanical "fog- ; Luce. "The Cosmic Urge," writ*>'*•
^ten and partially directed by Alice
The purpose of the device is to Lee Swan, will also be presented
Sive warning aboard a vessel when i at this time. Professor Robert
it is approaching any other object | Wunsch directed "Where the Cross
on the surface of the water. It ; Is Made" and assisted with the fi13 constructed upon the thesis that 1 nal (iirection of the other two
every object not at Absolute Zero i plays.
radiates infra-red rays, which, I The casts for the plays appear
*hile invisible to the human eye, below:
nevertheless penetrate mist, fog,
The Cosmic Urge
»nd smoke with no loss of intensAlice Lee Swan
ity.
Anne —
Alice Lee Swan
The apparatus employed in the Peter
Kingsley Karnopp
fog-eye consists of a two-foot con- Bibi
_
Janet Seasongood
y s mirror, which collects the in- Kiki
Nan Chapin
'ra-red rays radiated by objects Albert ...Gifford Warner
"•'thin its range and focuses them
Where The Cross Is Made
"Jpon a thermo-couple, which genEugene O'Neill
urates in its turn faint currents of JNed
Carroll Cooney
^iedtricity. These are amplified ! Sue, his sister
Barbara Reed
•nd translated into sound, which j Doctor Higgins
Gordon Jones
's emitted by loud speakers, or j Captain Bartlett -William Fletcher
made to actuate some other warn- I
The Boor
>ng device such as warning lights!Mrs. Popov
Sara Luce
^'•^"Ks.
I The Boor
Frank Wetherell
Conmander Macneil claims that | Luka, the servant
Jay Williams
bis fog-eye can detect differences of |
temperature as minute as one-fif- j
Encyclopedia Britannica, V'olty-thousandth of a degree Centi- |
^i^de, which is approximately tbe i ume 17, is missing from the
«luiYaIent of the heat received | reading room in the library. This
''^m a single candle at a distance : volume is from the 14th edition,
*' eight miles. The amplifier used | which is in constant demand.
"> the apparatus will react to a j The return of this volume will
current of one five-billionth of an j be a boon to all students using
tmpere—"about what is produced i this great reference set. Many
^ your own pocket by carrying are anxiously waiting for it.
**Pper and silver money together." I PLEASE.
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Press Union Notice

HAlB£ftTAJ^AW£S

Alberta Hawes To
Teach At Rollins
Miss M. Alberta Hawes will be
the new assistant profesor of mathematics and astronomy at Rollins
College, President Hamilton Holt
has announced. She will take up
her duties here in the fall.
Miss Hawes has been associated
this year with the staff of the Observatory at the University of
Michigan. She is a graduate of
Radcliffe College and of Vassar
and received her doctorate at tbe
University of Michigan. She was
a member of the Observatory staff
at Harvard four years and a member of the department of mathematics and astronomy at Vassar
twelve years.

Workshop Presents
Two One-Act Plays
Last Friday Night
Members of the Rollins Little
Theatre Workshop presented two
one-act plays at the Winter Park
Woman's Club op Friday night.
May 5. The plays were directed
by Dorothea Thomas Lynch, and
were given at the invitation of
Mrs. H. S. Thompson, who was in
charge of the program.
Taking part in the first play,
"The Baker's Dozen," were Alyce
Cleveland, Olive Dickson and Howard Showalter.
In "The Loves of Lionel" were
Natalie Cole, Kay Hara, Jinny
Jones, Marguerite Libby and Dave
Bothe.
"The Loves of Lionel" will be presented as a student matinee in the
.\nnie Russell Theatre in the near
future. The exact date will be announced later.

Speech Contest To
Be Held May Wth
Students are reminded that the
Sprague Oratorical contest will be
held in the Annie Russel! Theatre
on May 19 at 10 A. M. Speeches
must be at least 1,000 words in
length and they must be handed
in to tbe director of the speech department by Friday of this week.

The Rollins Press Union met
Friday afternoon. May 5, to consider various questions raised concerning the legality of the May 3
election of publication heads.
An inquest conducted by the faculty members of the Union resulted in an ultimate declaring the election unconstitutional on several
giounds, namely: That Apgar had
no right to vote; that the "R Book"
lepiesentatives and their advisor,
Dean Anderson, were not officially \ o t m g members; and that E. T.
Blown, Secretary of the Union,
though voting ever since his appointment to the Union, had no legal right to cast a ballot.
Investigation of the evidence by
the Union disclosed the following
points: Despite the fact that Ap[gar bad no constiutional right to
Vote, tbe Union made a motion to
the effect that he could vote
gardless, thus retaining the
gruity of the voting body. This
motion was duly carried and Apgar had legal right to participate,
To all knowledge of the Press
Union the "R Book" representa^
tives and Dean Anderson were voting legally also. It was through
an error of the Student Gover
ment and not the Union that these
people were permitted to vote.
Although Mr. Brown, the Secre
tary, has voted on all business sinc(
his appointment to office, there is
no clause permitting him to do so
in the constitution of the Press
Union.
Drawing up a revised list of legally voting members, the Union
crossed the names of Olive Dixon,
Bill Woodhull, Warren
Apgar,
Dean Anderson, E. T. Brown, and
J. H. Ottaway from the roster.
After discussion of the case pro
and con, the members of the board
voted in .favor of accepting the outcome of the May 3 election—complying with the recommendation of
the faculty membe; ^
All present office holders are
therefore declared as legally holding their respective posts.

When the hour steals nigh that
I should dabble my crushed pen in
a filthy inkwell and scrawl out
some of the great thoughts that
I have been mulling over in my
head (for, of late, I have been rather inclined to recede into my beard
and survey all Israel with a solitary piercing eye) —I have heretofore soothed myself by drawing
off a pace and spitting full upon
the diadem, or playing willy-nilly
at "Back - to-the-soil-to-soil-yourback." BUT, after long and careful determination, during which I
took 49 trips to Siam as the crowflies (and, "Believe it or not" the
crow does not fly, nor the fly crow
.Archimedes, I think, summed thi*
all up in 228 finely written pages,
not to forget his gruesome drawings of floating bodies) I have
come to the conclusion that . . . .
well, it just wouldn't be nice if I
kept all this wisdom to myself. So
pause a moment from the physical

Ohioans at Rollins College

ORGANIZE CLUB
FOR flCIIVIIlES
Reunion Picnic In Ohio This
Summer Featured
Project

HI

DANCES 10 BE
GIVEN MAY

Donald McKay's Death Result Mme. Olive Scott Fanelli
Present Program
Of Tropical Fever

The Sandspur and the student
body of Rollins Colege extend their
sympathy to Col. and Mrs. D. B.
McKay and family on the death
of Donald Brenham McKay, Jr.
who died Friday afternoon at the
Municipal Hospital after a week's
illness. The funeral services v
held Sunday from the residence,
824 South Orleans avenue, Tampa.
Rev. Dr. 0 . M. Poche conducted
the services.
Donald McKay v^as graduated
from Rollins College and distingished himself while here in many
activities. He was active in
Little Theatre, editor of the Flamingo, Sandspur and the Tomokan.
His poetry, plays and other literary productions gained recognition from leading American critics.
He was a member of the Theta
Kappa Nu fraternity at Rollin
His death came as a result of
tropical fever contracted during i
three years* residence in the jungles of Colombia, South America,
where he was employed by a large
mining corporation. Mr. McKay
had gathered material, while in Colombia, on the native customs and
the history of the country back to
the time of the Spanish Conquistadores.
Besides his parents, he is surThere will be a Philosophy Club
vived by seven sisters and two
dinner at Perrydell, Wednesday
brothers. Two of bis sisters, Ceevening, May 10th. At this time
lestina and Mary Jane, are proma gentleman by the name of Ri(
inent members of the Rollins Colwill talk upon the "Art of Living,
lege student body.
Those who have heard Mr. Rice
talk before will be glad of an opportunity to repeat the experience.
Professor Tory regrets that he
is unable to present your reporter
with a copy of the menu. He was
told by someone that even philosophers had epicurean interests. He
does, however, state that the atmosphere will .be a little more pol- Siewert Will Play On Friday
ished than our usual carefree gathAnd Tuesday
erings. The girls, he trusts, will
adorn themselves with feminine
Organ vesper programs have
dresses of diaphonous materials in been announced for the week by
order to create the illusion of cool- Herman F. Siewert, organist of
ness. He made no statement about Knowles Memorial Chapel. Sei-vthe boys.
ices begin each afternoon at 6:05.
Friday, May 12
1. Prelude in G minor—Rachff.
(a) Ase's Death; (b) Anitra's Dance—Edvard Grieg. From
Peer Gynt Suite (requested).
3. The Angelus — Massenet.
and hearken unto me lest I should From Scenes Pictoresques.
4. Soloist.
giddily ascend to the spiritual
5. Toccata — Candlyn.
From
world without notice.
To begin with, your lion in the Sonata—Rhapsody.
Tuesday, May 16
jungle (and if it so happens that
you have no lion, I would advise Operatic Program—All Request
Numbers
you to secure one immediately.)—
1. Triumphal March from Tannyour lion has easily gone far above
your own level of mind and civil- hauser—Wagner.
2. To the Evening Star from
ization! Allow me to pause. The
very fact that you are laughing Tannhauser—Wagner.
Sextette, from "Lucia di
at this statement proves your lack
of progression in mind (and the Lammermoor"—Donizetti.
Hymn to the Sun—Rimskyfact that you are now thinking *'I
From "The Golden
suppose he thinks I am LAUGH- Korsakow.
ING at this!!" rounds out complete- Cockerel."
ly your subterranean stupidity.)
Selections from "Faust"—
Words, Ah . . . words! Regardez Gounod.
les mots qu'il me faut employer in
order to get a great delving
ANNOUCEMENT
thought across to you! And EVEN
The Directors of the Museum reTHEN you don't understand it. quest that all applications for diDoes the Lion employ speech or rectorship be handed in by Wedwords? No. Does Heaven speak? nesday, May 10th.
Additional
No. The entire things is as plain blanks may be secured from Mary
(Continued on Pa^e 2)
Trowbridge.

Philosophy Club
To Have Dinner
Wednesday Night

More Excerpts From The
Philosophy of C, T. Cooney

»

ARE ANNOUNCED

Ohio students of Rollins College
have organized an Ohio Club and
have set up plans to carry out a
program of activities throughout
the summer months. Featured in
I the vacation projects will be a Mid^
west Rollins Reunion and I*icnic,
which will be held in the Cleveland
vicinity, and will be held approximately the same date as the annual
Rollins Reunion and Picnic at t h e
home of President Hamilton Holt
in Woodstock, Conn., In mid-AugWill ust.

On Friday evening, May 19th,
Mme. Olive Scott Fanelli and her
pupils are presenting a program
of Denishawn dances at the Annie
Russell Theatre.
The program will include new
Music Visualizations, Plastiques,
and a group of dances characteristic of various foreign countries.
Particular outstanding will be
one of the most complicated music
visualizations, the two-voice Invention of Bach. One group of the
dancers accompany one voice exclusively while the other group follows the second voice. A pattern
of dance exactly comparable to the
tone pattern of the music is gracefully executed. One finds in this
coordination of tbe physical and
tonal a satisfying and beautiful
harmony between the two arts. The
structure of the composition is mathematically followed.
The second part of the program
is devoted to the dances of foreign
countries. It appears as a "rhythmic tour of the Mediterranean
Sea" with representative dances
from each of the countries visited.
Included here are the dances from
Morocco, Tunis, Egypt, Assyria,
Turkey, Greece, Italy, France and
Spain.
The last part of the program offers a dance in the manner of Loie
Fuller with voluminous draperies
and multi-colored lights; and a
dance created by Miss St. Denis
for which the music was especially
written. Perhaps the feature of
this part of the program is a dance
which fuses the three arts of painting, dancing and music. For this
number there is a reproduction of
the famous Botticelli painting,
"Primavera,
A n Allegory o f
Spring." This is danced to the
Straus waltz, "Voices of Spring"
and is meant to express the spirit
of both the painting and the music.
Tickets for this performance
may be secured at the Theatre later in the week.

The Rollins. Ohio Club is composed of forty-four students who
live in the Buckeye state. The officers are Arthur M. Wellington,
Columbus, president; Miss Margaret Jean Myers, Uhrichsville,
vice-president; Curtis B. Ganson,
Cleveland Heights, secretary-treasurer; and Miss Edith A. Stephen,
Cleveland, chairman of entertainment. President Hamilton Holt
and several members of the faculty and staff of the college are honorary members.
In the photograph on this page
are shown, from left to right:
G e o r g e H. Ganson, Cleveland
Heights; Hazel-Dorothy Steuer,
Cleveland Heights; James L. Tullis, Northfield; Edith A. Stephen,
Cleveland; Raymond A. Clark,
Cleveland; Howard B. Fawcett, Jr.,
Canton; Jean R. Jackson, Springfield; William L. Davies, Cleveland; Liona V. Odell, Cleveland
Heights; Eleanor C. White, Cleveland; William W. Crider, Lakewood; Amelia J. Loughrey, Columbus;
President Hamilton Holt;
(Continued on page 2)

RESULTS DF POLL
Plan Originated In London,
England
Little more than two months ago
a very interesting discussoin originated in the Oxford University,
Oxford, England. This discussion,
dealing with participation in war,
resulted in a student poll, the outcome of which showed an overwhelming aversion to war 4 to 1,
testifying that under no condition
would they fight for either king or
country.
The question submitted to various British institutions brought
again the same startling results.
The attention of both British
and American newspapers and
(Continued on page 2)

Huge Crowd Awaits Beer;
Barber Buys First Bottle
At nine-thirty Monday morning
a huge crowd stood awaitin' for
beer but they were foiled until tenthirty when the first bottle was
sold to Bob Barber. At that time
two hundred and eighty-eight bottles were delivered and only three
)urs later they were no more.
Just before lunch Shorty's counr was turned into a bar. The
ish continued well on to the afternoon.
However, beer is thirty-five
cents a bottle, and as one of the
rushees said:
"I might as well drink champagne."
So they say:
"Mama says that beer is bad for
you."—Howden.
For a dime a bottle, I'd give
up Rollins."—^Buck Moon.
'Don't quote me."—Becky Coleman.

"It's kinda bitter."—Jack Fisch"It makes no difference to n»e."
—Kang.
"Dean and I like it—fine,"—
Stufflebeam.
"I don't care if I do."—Sam
Howe.
"Not the best but mighty fine."
—Pat and George.
"The real McCoy."—Drummond.
"Bought the first bottle but feel
vastly improved after the second."
—Bob Barber.
"Hope you enjoy it as much as
I do."—Nat French.
"Not so good."—Wally Childs.
"Better than nothing."—Madame
X.
"Oh, so wonderful."—Ginie Jones.
"Like most of the coeds—^too expensive—and—."^Cudmore.
"Happy daze are here again."—
Bill Miller.

THE

TWO

Results Of Poll On j Professor Answers
Disarmament Show |
"Is America A
Interesting Trends

Query,
Gynocracy'

of Lady Macbeth just after the
I
By ALAN P. TORY
(Continued from page 1)
j
I Last year in New York I saw a murder of King Duncan, when I
meet
a woman with hands thus
magazines was brought to this sub- ! performance of Aristophanes' "Lyject. As a result of American in- • sistrata," in which the women take wilfully disfigured.
terest the Daily Herald of Brown !I control out of the hands of the I have remarked upon the assurUniversity, circulated a pledge to j; men. Since then, I have had six ance and grace of tbe American
the effect that there would be no ; months' experience of teaching in woman, and upon the injustice she
participation in war unless the:i a co-educational college in the does to herself by wearing a mask;
maintenance of the United States ', South. The question raised by the but I have not yet answered the
were invaded.
I revival of "Lysistrata" in a su- question "Is America a GynocraSo far I am at a loss—
Growing out of these beginnings burb of New York: "Is America cy?"
is the "National Poll on Participa- j!a Gynocracy?" has recurred many American women dress well: is
that
to
attract men?
American
tion in War" sponsored by the In- I' time to mind. An Englishman entercoUegiate Disarmament Council,I joying the hospitality of this coun- women refuse to exploit their individual
charms:
is
that
because
in co-operation with the Brown jj try might do worse than attempt
Daily Herald. This poll is directed . to formulate an answer to the they do not care what men think
of them?
to the President and Congress of j\ question.
the United States and contains i
My next point is that one must
! Walk along Fifth Avenue for the
three pledges as follows:
beware of generalizing about the
first time, and you have the im1. Oxford University pledge— i pression that every woman whom American woman afterfive minutes'
We,
the undersigned students, I you meet has the assurance and the conversation with her. There is a
pledge ourselves not to participate i wardrobe of a millionaire's daugh- sweep and flourish about the first
in any war of whatever origin or ter. One of our European prophets, five minutes of conversation with
nature and to work actively for in the nineteenth century, Thomas an American woman which resemthe organization of the world on Carlyle, wrote a book called "Sar- ble the first crash of an orchestra
at the theatre; but I have known
a Peace Basis.
tor Resartus," a philosophy of
2. Brown Daily Herald pledge— clothes. He thought you could tell the curtain to go up on an empty
We,
the undersigned students, all about people by studying the stage.
pledge ourselves not to participate clothes they wore. He would be
How then, may one arrive at a
in any war except in case the disappointed were he to visit Amer- conclusion ? By talking to the
mainland of the United States is ica in 1933, for clothes are the high- American woman for an hour ininvaded and to work actively for est common factor in the life of stead of five minutes, by studying
the organization of the world on a American women. It is agreed that the American man, by attempting
Peace Basis.
American women must look well. to assess the influence of women
3. Traditional Test of American The variation which reveals charac- in public life, I think that the eviCitizenship—We, the undersigned, ter must be looked for elsewhere. dence points to the answer that
will participate in any war approv- Even the blue stocking in America America is not governed by women.
ed by the President and declared wears silk stockings. No man— To return to my second point, it
by Congress.
not even a philosopher, which I am would seem to me that the Amerby trade—can blind himself to the ican woman flies to type in beauty
chic gracefulness of American wo- because the American man, whose
men; it is the gracefulness of a life is generally related to the prohigh dive, dashing and spectacular, cesses of mass production, prefers
rather than that of the quadrille, the type to the individual. Again,
a dance which in this country has the influence of women in Amerbeen supplanted by the fox-trot. ican public life is less than their
(Continued from Page 1)
The dentist and the coiffeur are influence in England. The AmerRichard Wilkinson, Warren; Jane beneficiaries of the American wo- ican woman is more inclined to acG. Welhoff, Cleveland; Arthur M. man. In Europe they would have cept her husband's infallibility in
economic and political matters
Wellington, Columbus; Curtis B. a much thinner time.
than the English woman. And if
Ganson, Cleveland Heights; John
I have spoken of clothes as the you talk to her for an hour you
P. Higley, Cleveland Heights; Margaret Jean Myers, Uhrichsville; highest common factor in the life will find that her splendid indifEdwin B. Libbey, Lakewood; El- of American women. If I may keep ference is but the mask of Eve,
len C. Cushman, Cleveland; Jane the mathematical analogy, I would about whose intentions there has
Thayer, Cleveland; Thomas William speak now of the lowest common never been any doubt from the beMiller, Jr., Ashland; Amelia E, measure, tbe trick to which all ginning of time, in spite of proBigelow, Columbus; Florence Ro- agree to stoop. You remember in tests about the independence of
mano, Willoughby; and Benjamin Shakespeare's "As You Like It," women and the tyranny of the
Celia invites a compliment on, her home.
F. Kuhns, Jr., Dayton.
Other members of the Ohio Club appearance: "Is't not well done?"
I was told this morning that I
are: ,John G. Fischer, John Doyle, to which the reply is "Excellent knew nothing about American woSara Virginia Luce, Cleveland; well, if God did all." I have a men. Well, if politicians, economMalcolm E. White, East Cleveland; Puritan English friend who con- ists, and financiers expatriate on
David W. Teachout, Jr., Cleveland fides to me that his impulse is things they know nothing about,
Heights; Daniel A. Contini, Dover; to put his fist in the face of every why should not philosophers do the
Marguerite T. Libbey, Lakewood; rouged and lip-sticked woman same? I am cherishing the hope
John R. Klosterman, Florence Ann whom he meets, as a protest that some kindly and critical lisHe claims
Hunsberger, Janet A. Seasongood, against artificiality.
tener will tell me where I am
Cincinnati; Virginia E. Jones, Wy- that it is impossible to tell wheth- wrong.
oming; John C. Applegate, Toledo; er American women are beautiful,
since
they
never
remove
the
mask
Mary Lynn Rogers, Ariel Camp,
Richard C. Camp, Springfield; of cosmetics. I would not go as
Eileen P. Christensen, Rocky Riv- far in protest as my friend; but I
er; Robert Enck, Ashland; Harvey do insist that any woman who
Ford, Bexley; Helen C. GoUoway, wishes to appear to her best adNorth Canton; Sara C. Harbottle, vantage should keep away from
the rouge pot and from lipstick;
Mother's Day will be celebrated
Dayton.
and as for reddened finger-nails, by a Rollins Sunday morning medI can see no motive for this dese- itation in Knowles Memorial Chacration of nature except supine con- pel at 9:45 A. M., with an address
formity to the herd. I always think by Mrs. Jessie Rittenhouse Scollard
on "A Mother's Influence."
In the spirit of the day special
organ music will be provided, and
Bruce Dougherty will sing "MothA group of 28 specially invited
er 0 ' Mine."
students and members of the faculty met Monday afternoon in the
Rollins Literary Society held
conference room of the chapel to
Mother's Day is May 14th
its regular bi-weekly meeting
make plans for the Commencement
Tuesday night in Sparrell.
Remember her with a Bag,
program June 5.
Nancy Cushman was in charge Hosiery, Scarf or numerous othDean Charles A. Campbell exof the program. She discussed the er gifts.
plained the purpose of the meeting,
life of Rupert Brooke and read
and called on President Holt to
some of his poems.
give his ideas on the general outline of the service.
It was decided that all members
of the committee, and others who
may be interested, draw up suggestions for the Commencement
program.
Next to Woolworths
Ruth Jeanne Bellamy was elected chairman of the committee,
which will meet next Monday afternoon at 3:30 to consider suggestions Qontributed.

Ohio Club Recently
Organized By Group
Of Rollins Students

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

More Excerpts From
Carroll T. Cooney's
Unusual Philosophy
(Continued from Page 1)

WORLD FLASHES
r FROM THE UNITED PRESS-

ence if they would be joined by five
hundred thousand Chahar Mongols
as day but day is exceedingly hazy
who live west and south of Silinto most of you.
gols. Chahar province is outside
A Lion's day comprises in gobthe Great Wall adjoining Jehol
bling oozing flesh . . . lying hairy
province.
and bloated in the cool shade . . .
d his mate. (If you have any
Cleveland. May 10 (UP)—More
doubt of the authenticity of this,
than a thousand workers received j
it comes from "GrowelU Grrrraa wage increase in the Cleveland'
haaa Grr" by Red-eye-flat-paw, as
London. May 10 (UP)—Tbe or- industrial district today. With the I
ar back as 78 Mongoose, B. 0.—
Before Ostriches."
Now don't ganzing committee of the world accompanying salary hike came
t r y ' t o pick me up! It's not writ- economic conference would be call- word for the first time in two years I
in words, it is simply the im- ed into session at the earliest pos- that steel production in the Cleveprint of divers symmetrical spoors) sible moment to endorse the Amer- land area has passed the halfway
The Lion, therefore has through ican recommendation for economic mark, rising to fifty-four per cent
the ages done away with: Auto- truce, British foreign office an- of capacity.
mobiles, electric ice-boxes, super- nounced today after Norman DaUnion, S. C , May 10 (UP)—A
ficial cynicism, tragical outlooks, vis was informed that America had
large textile plant here which has
neckties, the silly protest of Youth, agreed to rewording the draft.
never operated at night, has now
and countless other abominable
trocities . . . He is happy. He
Peiping, May 10 (UP)—One gone on a day and night basis. Inas found happiness. And He is million citizens of Chahar province creasing production of twenty-five
usually larger than, the female.
prepared to revolt against the Chin- per cent is adding considerably to
ow look at yourselves (I just ese government and declare alle- the payroll of many families.
cannot bring myself to do i t ) . You giance to the Japanese, was sponLivingston, Tenn., May 10 ( U P )
read fat books, study in stuffy sored by the State of Man<?houkuo,
srooms, hear men b e l l o w foreign advices from Kalgan cap- —Twenty-five known dead, and
speeches over y o u r twitching ital indicated today after weeks of eventy-five were injured in a storm
heads—ALL so that you may be- bargainging by agents of Japan in ^which struck here at midnight.
e great. And then when you Manchoukuo. Five hundred thou- Seventy-five houses were demolare great what? (If you can an- sand Silingol Mongols comprising ished. The storm is believed to be
: this, I'll add another "Then the league of ten tribes, are report- part of the same one which left
w h a t ? " ) . You seek truth . . . . ed prepared to declare independ- eight dead in Tompkinsville, Ky.
Berlin, May 10 (UP)—The Nazi
Government confiscated the funds
of the Socialist party and all of
its affiliated organizations today.
The move was regarded as one of
the most important steps in the
second phase of the Hitler "revoluiton," that of eradication of Marxism in Germany.

The R. F. Leedy Co.

While at Daytona Visit
GARY'S DRUG STORE

THE SANITARY MEAT MARKET
offers you

•Quality Meats at Money-Saving Prices
228 PARK AVE.

PHONE 6

happiness. Some of you even go
as far as to appreciate the beauties of nature. (By appreciate I do
not mean *'0h! Jack! That simply
gooorgeous moooon!!!) The truth
of Nature; the nature of Truth.
Precious few too, and they usually are shoved aside by the mad
sh of fools ("Fool"—A human
being). Look at the Lion. He IS
NATURE! Who knows if when
•each the ultimate that all this
progress and civilization is leading
us to, whether we may at last realize the foolishness of it all and discard everything. And two or three
thousands years may see human
being stark naked, munching the
fly-infested carcass of a wilderbeast and roaring practically to
the point of disgorging at the mere
thought of their stifled ancestors.
Anscestors who "tried to establish
themselves in the world by doing
everything to appear as if they
were established."
Stupid folk
who constructed twirling machines
to live for them . . . . (and your
life as concisely as you can . . )

here recently. The skeleton was
found buried under four feet of
The annual board meeting of the
ground.
Florida Federation of Art will be
held at Rollins on the nineteenth
and twentieth of this month.
Members of the board are bringing with them paintings done by
artists from their cities, and this
work will be exhibited at the Rol"It's the difference that
lins Art Studio.
The Studio Club will sponsor an counts, Not the allowance
on
your old car."
exhibit of student's work and will
assist the a r t department in entertaining the guests. Herman Siewert is planning a special organ
program for the first evening. After dinner the board will attend
Madame Scott-Fanelli's dance recital at the Annie Russell Theatre.
Saturday's program includes a
"Open Evenings"
luncheon at the Whistling Kettle
330 N. ORANGE AVE.
Then these naked creatures will and a sight-seeing tour of Winter
Phones 5353—«335
suddenly vanish into the omnious Park and Orlando.
depths of the forest and with the
aid of crude implements, will comIndians to Restore Wild Life
mence to chip queer figures on the
face of a rock
Odanah, Wis. (UP)—Bad River
reservation Indians have undertaken to restock and preserve wildlife haunts on their reservation. A
program of reforestation and regulation of hunting, fishing and treeMiss Gretchen Cox and Mr. cutting was expected to yield necBruce Dougherty will give the pro- essary revenue.
gram at the meeting of the music
appreciation seminar to be held a t
the Annie Russell Theatre ThursOUR PRICE IS RIGHT
day morning at 10:30.
Call and See
Miss Cox will give Brahms' A
Major violin sonata, and Mr.
FOR
Dougherty will give a selection of
songs from Brahms ajid RachmanOn way t o Orlando
May 14
inoff.
Your Photograph Will Make
Her Happy

BUICK
PONTIAC

Fine Used
Cars

Orange-Buick
Pontiac Co,

The Flora Studio

Six Point Service
Station

"Mother's Day"

FOSTER R. FANNING
Plumbing, Heating and Gas Appliances
Our Prices
Are Right

ORLANDO LAUNDRIES, INC.
Launderers, Dyers and Cleaners
A Clean Service For Every Need

Winter Parli Phone 49

Orlando 6065

r^

HOT
WEATHER
HINTS
1. Eat plenty of green
vegetables.

2. Keep out of the sun.

3. Avoid starchy
and red meat.

foods

4. Don't rush . . . take
your time.

5. Drink plenty of cool
. . not iced . . . liquids.

6. Don't get excited . .
keep cool!
Wear a Genuine Lorraine
Seersucker Suit

$10
R. C. Baker, Inc.

21'/2 S. Orange Ave.

"at the corner, downtown"

Eating Directory
QUALITY MEALS
A PLACE THAT SATISFIES

AT
1933 PRICES

The Whistling Kettle
On Lyman Ave.

STEAMSHIP - BUS - AIRPLANE
'e now have room allotments on all Northbound steame
for Rollins Students
Make your reservations early at

Try our 25c Lunch
The Winter P a r k
Pharmacy

Pewter Pitcher
MOTHER'S DAY
Sunday, May Fourteenth

Expert AVatch Repairing of
Swiss and American Watches
Crystals Fitted
Eye Glasses Repaired

Tire Special to Students — Siberling Tires

Grover Morgan

Operated by

THE BOOKERY

Scott and Galloway

T-h-c H-a-u-n-t-e-d B-o-o-k-s-h-o-p

242 E. PARK AVE.

Y O W E LLDREW CO.

122-124 Welbourne Av

PURE FRESH ORANGE JUICE
5c a glass at

THE COLLEGE GARAGE

Second Floor

Florida Federation \
Binghamton, N. Y. (UP)—A
Of Art Will Meet \ skeleton, apparently that of a
young Indian maiden, was uncovHere May 19-20 ered by highway workmen near

Hamilton Hotel, Winter Park, or
4 Autrey Arcade, Orlando, Fla.

At the Entrance of Orwin Manor

New Dance Frocks
$6.75 to $19.50

Workmen Uncovered Skeleton

ORLANDO STEAMSHIP AGENCY

HAM'S BAR-B-Q

There'll also be visions of
net; lace or organdy at
many of the important club
affairs of the season.

(

Music Seminar
Mrs. Scollard To
To Be Thursday
Speak In Chapel

Students, Faculty
Meet to Make Plans
For CommencementLiterary Society
Meets Tuesday

. . , "and The Nights
Shall Be Filled
With Music"

Club Breakfasts
Lunch
Dinner
A la carte

PERRYDELL
There are two comfortable
rooms available openinfr on a
sun-deck overlooking the garden. They would be enjoyed by
Rollins' friends and parents.
Arrange with us for luncheons
and banquets.
Luncheon 75c -

Dinner SI-""

22 E. Gore Ave.

Orlando

W E HAVE MOTHER'S DAY CARDS

Eat with us and be
SATISFIED

NOACK & HALL

THE

Previews
postviews
plainviews

GORDON

; anachronism. The picture
opens in wartime (1916) England,
an Crawford wears clothes
that ire considerably ahead of
1933. Doubtless she refused to appear in the drab styles of the "period," but it might have been better if she had, since her odd-looking outfits and bonnets detract
from the general effect while not
necessarily adding to the effect
created by the great Crawford herself. The obvious anachronism almost leads one to expect a modern, swanky sedan to appear at the
door, 1916 or no 1916, but happily, such a limit is not attained, and
we are treated to the delightful
vision of moon-eyed Joan and selfconscious Gary pedalling down the
Previews observes that TODAY lane side by side, astride shiny
WE LIVE offers an admirable op- new bicycles.
After seeing the sample of modportunity to point out some of the
more outstanding vagaries of that est English gardeners' cottages as
never restive business and' art of presented photographically in this
producing motion pictures. In fact, always fascinating picture, America should decide to take up botthe chance can't be overlooked.
Joan Crawford and Gary Cooper any as a career. Really, the patry hard to hold their laurels unto thetic little place where Joan must
themselves; your opinion as to live, poor thing, when stringent
their success will depend upon your circumstances force the sale of the
opinion as to Joan Crawford and old family manor is more like the
Gary Cooper. The picture comes Vanderbilt Van Vanderbilt's winter
perilously close to disappearing home than the Vanderbilt Van Vanneatly into the p o c k e t
o f derbilt's winter home itself. This
Robert Young, who portrays the state of affairs is due to nothing
young lover of the Englishwoman more than the producer-complex
Joan Crawford endeavors to become run wild again.
for the occasion.
When the War grows worse and
You should, by all means and everyone goes to the front, things
for any of a good many reasons, get more interesting as well as
see TODAY WE LIVE. If you more heartrending. Joan, as might
saw Hell's Angels two or three be expected, sports chiffon hosiery
years ago, you may recognize as into the last hospital ward, and,
familiar some of the superb aerial you suspect, would continue to
photography that makes this new sport them to the last trench, were
picture undeniably thrilling, for a she called upon to drive an ambufew especially expensive and effec- lance, or something.
tive shots have been resurrected
Kaid-boat crews trot around with
from the old success and incorpor- the airport gang and accept imated in the new.
promptu invitations to become gunWith the exception of Gary ners in the most dangerous bombCooper, who is young, wealthy, and ing expedition of the current seaNeedless to say, Robert
American, all the principals are son.
called upon to be, or try to be, Young, under these circumstances,
very English.* The dialogue, which never having handled a gun in a
is short and crisp and represents a plane before in his life, shoots
superior contribution on the part of down practically single-handed a
William Faulkner, imbues all the dozen attacking German planes,
characters with that steadfast so- merely by grinning merrily and
lidity that is so traditionally Brit- pulling the trigger. And later, a
blinded valiant (telling you who
ish.
would spoil the story) is permitted
As it happens, someone does octo go out on a daring mission when
casionally break out with a word
all reason says he would long bethat clearly demonstrates the fact
fore have been decommissioned and
that he is courageously respondhonorably discharged and decorating to the demand, "Act English!"
ed for bravery and sent home. The
This is true more of Joan Crawclimax which is afforded by this
ford than the remainder of the
cast ,who take their assumed nationality with more ease and with
infinitely more grace than does
their leading lady. Considering
how Englishmen actually are, and
not how Metro - Goldwyn-Mayer
think they should' be, it is doubtful that any character in TODAY
WE LIVE is given his full possibilities.
Just before someone catches us
up on what we said a couple of
weeks ago about Guy Lombardo
being booked at The Dells in Chicago for the Fair season, we come
boldly out with the latest bulletin saying that Ted Lewis will occupy that spot this summer. The
Lombardo hill-billies will be somewhere about New York town.
Isham Jones will spend the warm
months at the Ambassador in Atlantic City, resuming his regular
Columbia broadcasts in a week or
so. Hal Kemp, that up and coming middle-westerner, is playing
his first stage date in Chicago, and
seems set for the season somewhere near there.

Classes Now Meet
At Six O'clock To
Avoid Intense Heat
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Hitlerites Open Drive in V. S.

This heat wave seems to have
inspired among a group of stU'
dents to rise early. It is no longer
an alarm tolling forth at seven but
it is the clear, annoying tingling
sound which calls its master from
the arms of Morpheus at five-thirty A. M.
It would not be ,so disturbing if
everyone on the campus did not
feel the effects of a few ambitious
students. Quips and cranks start
at 10 A. IVI. instead of 1 now.
ven business men have to get
up early to cope with this sudden
youthful ambition. "Charlie's," in
der to make a few extra pennies,
opens its door much earlier then
the custom. Why, the faithful customers, about 15 of them,
have to rush to get their places
of long standing for breakfast, at
the Beanery. It just ain't fair.
Perhaps we could revert to something or other and just start class's at midnight and forget about
leep entirely.
After all is said about it—it is a
good idea. Some of our classrooms
much too warm at 1:30 to enstudents to concentrate properly.

The black swastika and the cabalistic lettering, "NSDAP,"
feature this store-front in New York City, headquaiters of
the newly organized "Nazi" movement in America. The :
purpose of the movement is to further the principles ot
Adolf Hitler, leader of the fascist National Socialists, among
Germans resident in the United States.

same mission, however, is as fine
le as you will find in any six
seasons, even if the view is better
1 a cloud-bound airplane than
1 a boat on the comparatively
r surface.
len there are other nice things
to relieve the monotony, such as
the speed record set earlier in the
picture by the young soldier when
!aves his sweetheart at the door
after a sad farewell, and is heard
tearing off in a car after an elapsid time of precisely nothing flat.
Just as a checkup on this minor

incident, our statistic dept. essayed announcer for Columbia, who avers
hurried departure in a 1933 Ford that, what with all this talk about
-8, which isn't so bad on the get- bimetallism flying about the Capvay, and failed utterly even to itol lately, Congress' song must be
approach Robert Young's rapid "Silver Threats Among the Gold!"
take-off done out of camera range
1916 Something-or-Other; thus
Animals Devoured Business
proving absolutely nothing.
Watertown, Wis. (UP)—Appegrumbles now. Go see tites of minks and muskrats forced
TODAY WE LIVE for yourself, if Frank Moldenhauer to abandon his
you can find a theatre. It's g:ood j pjg to raise pearls in Rocky River
at any—well, almost any—price, j by- inserting foreign matter in
I clams. The animals ate the "plantsup- ed" clams, opening them with a bite
This week's lullaby line
plied by David Ross, smootl^ )iced that paralyzed the mussel.

Officer Laird Expresses
Opinion On Heat Wave
After listening for days to the
"Ohs" and "Whews" uttered all
over the campus about the heat,
your reporter asked Officer Laird
for the Floridians' idea about it.
"This ain't terrible hot." It was
just noontime, and Mr. Laird didn't
even bother to take the two steps
necessary to get into the shade.
"It never gets specially hot down
here. Of course sometimes when
we don't get much rain, its gets
pretty warm in August and September, but it hasn't gone over 110
in the shade in the thirteen years
I've been in Winter Park. Course
it's kind of unusual coming so
quick on the cold, but as soon as
you get used to it, why it's real

ing out in the sun. The niggers
say 'a bear'll get you if you do.'
Most of the people down here drink
warm tap water instead of ice water."
Had Mr. Laird noted any particular fads among the students caused by the hot weather? "None in
particular. As soon as it gets hot
they spend most of their time in
bathing suits. Of course the bathing suits have changed, but I reckon that's just on account of fash-

Solon Seeks Fishing Record
Concord, N. H. (UP)—State
Representative Clarence A. Dubois' hobby is fishing—in as many
different places as possible. Before he dies he hopes to have fished in every body of water in New
Hampshire. He already has "covered" 342 lakes, ponds, rivers and
brooks.

Phi Mus Have
House Dance

W^ell, about these six o'clock
classes some of the Professors
were having. Did Mr. Laird think
it was easier to work early in the
morning. "Possibly. It's cooler
indoors then. This weather makes
The way he stood there so cool, us all kind of sluggish at first.
your reporter asked him just how It's like spring fever. But it's
he did it. "Wall, I reckon it's cooler during the daytime if you're
mostly cause your blood gets thin up and around than if you're lying
after you've been down here awhile. down somewhere."
With that your reporter thanked
You-all coming from the north
r. Laird, and dashed off to get
have "to have thicker blood to stand
dope before he suffocated comthe cold winters. Then down here
i don't drink ice water before go-1 pletely.

Burglar's Labor Netted $10
Sublette, Kan. (UP)—Burglars
who broke into the Co-operative
Grain Dealers office worked hard
for their loot. They rolled a heavy
safe outside where they opened it
and found only $10.

Alpha Omega of Phi Mu entertained from eight to eleven, Friday
night, May 5, with an informal
house dance. The chapter house
was decorated most effectively
with great quantities of petunias
and other garden flowers. Delicious iced punch and cookies were
served to approximately
fifty
guests. Mrs. E. P. Sackett and
Mrs. J. E . Bartlett acted as chaperones for the evening.
Advertise in the Sandspur

Now, as to the weak spots of the
or less common to all
pictures: First is one less comluckily—a definite and inex-

TRUNKS
CALLED FOR

TheCityTransferCk).

^O TRICKJ IN C A M E 1 5 — J W " " " " E H

TOBACCOS
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THE

Rollins Sandspur
Published Weekly By Students Of Rollins
Established in 1894 with the following
editorial: "Unassuming yet mighty, sharp
and pointed, well-rounded yet
many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet as gritty and
energetic as its name implies,
victorious in single combat
and therefore without a peer,
wonderfully attractive and
extensive in circulation: all
these will be found upon investigation to
be among the extraordinary qualities of the
Sandspur."
Members of United Press
Member Winter Park Chamber of Commerce
Telephone 271-W
Entered as second class matter November
24, 1925, at the post office at "Winter Park,
Florida, under the Act of March 3, 1879.

NEW STAFF
With this, the first issue of the Sandspur
since the recent meeting of the Press Union,
the editor wishes to acknowledge the expression of "good luck" in last week's paper. The new staff, which has undergone
as few changes as possible, will endeavor
to continue the publication of the Sandspur
on the same businesslike basis as have its
predecessors.
Anyone who has been even remotely connected with a newspaper will bear testimonial to the fact that the editorship involves its trying moments, and it is with
these in mind particular that we wish to
commend Miss Lang on her year's efforts.
We have the distinct satisfaction of knowing that here at Rollins, though a small institution, we have had a very creditable
publication, which has been made possible
by a laudable element of co-operation between the department heads and their
staffs. It is hoped that this same spirit
will continue, and that as many people as
are interested in journalism may be given
a chance to receive some experience in the
gentle art.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 10, 1933
ROLLINS CREW
EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Editor-in-Chief George Barber
Asso. and Managing Editor „__Esther Earle
Assistant Managing Editors — Reginald
Clough, Mary Butler Longest, Bernard
Bralove.
NEWS DEPARTMENT
News Editor
Ruth Jeanne Bellamy
SOCIETY DEPARTMENT
Society Editors
Jeanne Carter
Olive Dickson
Assistant
—- Jane Welhoff
SPORTS DEPARTMENT
Sports Editor
Richard Camp
Assistant Editor
Milford Davis
FEATURE DEPARTMENT
Feature Editor
Victoria Bedford
Assistants — Martha Davenport, Gordon
Jones,'Duke Wellington, Burleigh Drummond, Carroll Cooney, Sidney Carter.
COPY DEPARTMENT
Copy Editor
Janet Gibney
PROOF DEPARTMENT
Proof Editor
Holley Lynip
Assistants—Virginia Howell, Jean Parker,
Betty Chapman.
REPORTERS
James Gowdy, Estelle Long, Ruth Hart,
James Ottaway, Victoria Bedford, William Woodhull, Olive Dickson, Janet Gibney, Priscilla Hakes, Dorothy Shepherd,
Isabel Bernie, David Bothe, Betty Chapman, Mary Kay Huffman, Jean Jackson,
Molly Mergintine, Rob-Roy Mize, A. H,
Whitelaw.

BUSINESS DEPARTMENT
Business Manager
Robert Stufflebeam
Circulation Managers—James Gowdy, Sam
Howe.
ADVERTISING STAFF
Advertising Commissioner
Betty Childs
Mary Butler Longest, Betty Currier, T. J.
Morris, Representatives.

(^dit^als
POLICY
There has been some interest manifest
in the nature of the policy of the Sandspur.
Will it continue under the usual "conservative" system or won't it, has been queried.
Just what the word conservative connotes
is a matter for public debate. If it means
that there should be a "discreet" refusal to
take anything but a neutral position in
matters of campus-wide interest, then the
Sandspur will, most emphatically, be nonconservative. There have been occasions
during the past year on which the editorial
column and the student opinion letters have
expressed very definite points of view. This,
and the Flamingo, are the only means by
•which the students, for whose benefit the
publications are primarily issued, may have
a voice on various subjects. It would seem
that this attitude, since its adoption will
create some healthy interest and discussion,
will do nothing more dangerous than to permit an expression of opinion. It is to be
plainly understood that libelous propaganda
or defamation of character will be barred!
As to the Student Opinion column, the
editor wishes to remind the donors that precedent calls for a signature in order to insure the authenticity of the acompanying
literature. Whether the signature is published or not is a matter of preference.
While so delicate a matter as a statement of policy is, in this case at least, a
trifle indefinite, of necessity, it is hoped
that the campus will appreciate an absence
of partiality to organizations and the like.
The Sandspur is financed by the student
body, and it naturally follows that there is
no legitimate place in its pages for political "boosting" or subtle prejudice.
There have been several suggestions
made which may prove helpful in developing a popular department. This, the
feature department, is a good place for
the ambitious columnist to "self express."
The point is that straight news has a particular place and value all its own, while
other reading matter affords a somewhat
broader field for originality and subject.
Any suggestions from the student body will
be gladly considered by the editorial staff.
We want to give you the kind of thing you
want to read.

Sports, generally speaking, receive their
share of attention at Rollins. There is one
activity however which has been enthusiastically engaged in by a relatively small
number, and which deserves more attention
than it has enjoyed.
The crew, after several years of inactivity, was revived in the fall of 1930. Oldham,
the coach, began work with an extremely
unpretentious training barge, supplemented
by a heavy four later in the year. Even
at this early date in the history of the
crew's more recent endeavors the outfit
could boast of two large shells—eights.
These had been presented to the College
some years before and were only fit to use
after an overhauling. Practice in the reconditioned shells totaled no more than a week
when a crew from Asheville arrived as Rollins' opponents in the College's first official
race. Though the Asheville aggregation
rowed a superior race, and deserved to win,
the green Rollinsites managed to hold them
to a single length of open water.
In 1931-32 the crew continued its work,
though racing was confined to local events.
During the year the varsity rowed against
a group of eight men composed of faculty
members and several neighborhood oarsThis past' fall was marked hy renewed interest among the students, particularly the
freshmen. George Edwards and Coach Oldham worked to develop a crew of eight,
which was subsequently split up when they
sent a group of four to Asheville, N. C , two
weeks ago. The light racing "four" proved
to be an unfortunate novelty, resulting in
a loss for Rollins.
On Friday, May fifth, a "home" race was
staged with the same school which resulted
in victory in the heavier shell.
Rollins' gradual advance was subsequently crowned by a dashing victory over the
mile and a half course Saturday afternoon,
when a well-coached, cool-headed Tar eight
showed real style in vanquishing Asheville
in an exciting contest.
The latter part of this month will see the
Rollins crew in Boston where it will row
against one of Harvard's minor crews. The
"minor" aspect is not to be regarded lightly—they're all pretty good up there. The
best wishes of the College should accompany
the men representing Roliins in a sport
which we hope will assume major proportions here and in other parts of the South.
It deserves more attention than it has had
up to the present time. Those who have
taken part in this move to establish rowing
as one of the leading sports at Rollins have
our best wishes, and good luck in June!

OTHER EDITORIALS
STUDENTS AND LEADERSHIP
Divide society as you will into classes,
there are in reality only two distinct groups
—those who lead and those who are led.
The latter class comprise the great majority. But despite their minority it is the
former group who shoulder the great burden of the difficulties which face the nations and it is to them that the nation looks
in the hour of national distress.
In looking about us, it is forcibly impressed upon our minds how really few men
there are who stand out as leaders in our
own country. In times such as these when
distress, unrest and social strife are very
evident, Canada needs men of education,
deep thought and vision. Nor can the present ills be rectified in a moment and in
years to come, those who are to succeed the
present leaders must be found.
We think that we are justified in suggesting that these leaders will be found
among tKe ranks of those who have been
privileged to receive a higher education
than the average. From the ranks of college students of today will be drawn the
leaders of tomorrow, to use a much-worn
phrase.
But to repeat this statement is not
enough. If we are to succeed and help our
country in the years to come the time to
start is now. The conditions and situations
facing national leaders are not new, nor
will they be over in few months. Problems of social justice, national kealth, interaational relations are as old as civiliza-
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tion itself. These will be the problems
which students will have to face when they
leave their college campus. Opportunities
are unbounded for those who have the desire to find out the facts for themselves.
We can be sure that they will not be solved
by any snap judgment but only by study
and thought.
The nation needs men of vision. Students should start to prepare for leadership
today.
—McGill Daily.

J U S T HUMANS

OENE CARR

Items
Yale students are paid two dollars by a local undertaker every
time they act as pall bearers.
A sophomore critic at Rutgers
complains of the frivolous upperclass attitude during chapel services on Sundays. The following
articles were said to be in evidence:
Five funny papers, two nearly complete sport sections, one crossword
puzzle.

"BOOKS
By H. ALLEN SMITH
United Press Book Editor
With a literary ability that is well above
the ordinary, Joseph Kastein has written a
scholarly book in "History and Destiny of
the Jews" (Viking Press).
Kastein's account is both profound and
readable and when these two qualities are
combined, you may rest assured that you
will find a book worth reading, rereading,
and keeping on your shelves. No matter
whether or not you have read Lewis
Browne's fine popular history of the Jews,
"Stranger than Fiction," this book should
warm your heart if you enjoy any kind of
history at all.
Kastein begins his panorama with the
origins of his race and writes lyrically of
the Jews who people the Old Testament. He
ends his work with a survey of Zionism,
and an examination of anti-Semitism, a subject which at the moment is much in the
public eye.

h^ntf A

Twenty-six per cent of a representative group of Vassar alumnae
have married men whom they
knew from childhood. The percentage of those meeting their future
husbands in church work declined
from 14 per cent in the 1870's to
'Z per cent in recent years.
West Virginia Athenaeum.

"When I Left My fast Place My Landlady Wept"
"Oh, Vest' Then' Yoo'll Pay in Advance."

A professor whose name is listed in "Who's Who" was among the
8G unemployed teachers who applied for work at $15 a week at the
temporary relief administration in
New York State.

A law passed by the Oregon legislature provides that wooden legs
furnished injured workmen under
the workmen's compensation laws
become the property of the state
Thelma Van Buskirk
returned to Baghdad where he en- and are reclaimed at death.
Thelma originated in the little tered the American School for
Alabama Crimson & White.
Boys. After a year's attendance,
town of Newburgh, N. Y., back
he graduated with honors in 1928.
1909.
Youth
is ever in revolt, age alone
Nora Wain, Philadelphia Quakeress, was
After spending one year in the During the following year he
adopted 12 years ago by an honorable Chin- rugged North, she packed her bag taught English in the Primary De- brings resignation.—James Huneese family, possessors of ancient wealth and and came south to Orlando, Fla., partment of the same school, and ker.
cultivation. As the first foreigner ever to and has remained here ever since. in the fall of 1929 Yervant came
enter their gates, she writes brilliantly and Thelma attended the Cathedral to Rollins as a foreign exchange
NEITHER DO WE TOO
descriptively of her life in the walled home- School for Girls up to her senior student.
^ are elated to discover that
stead occupied by the family for 36 genera- year in high sc'Tioj)! and finished at
His four years here have been political difficulties exist not only
tions. Her book is called "The House of
Tulane campus but also on
the Semple School in New York highly successful. Three of the
Exile" (Little Brown).
City. As a freshman she plunged leading honorary groups of the col- others. The Daily Trojan tells us
Miss Wain is equipped with a sensitive right into things and joined the lege claim him as a member. that at St. Lawrence university
nature and an ability to translate her many swimming team. Thelma has spent Namely, Pi Gamma Mu, a national
lections were invalidated beemotions and impressions into words. The
there were 485 votes cast
great deal of time in the inter- honorary social science fraternity;
reader, as a consequence, acquires the feel- est of dramatics arid she has been The Rollins Key Society, and Rho while only 465 ballots were given
ing of personal participation as she writes
een in many major productions, Kappa Sigma, national honorary
of her life in China, of the feast days and
Tulane Hullabaloo.
ler interpretation of "Helen" in chemistry. Yervant's interest in
ancestor worship, and of the hoary tradiBerkeley Square" was unforget- clubs is typified by his membertions of the Lin family.
table. She is a Rollins Player, a ship in the Glee Club, the CosmoWhen the students of the UniWhen Miss Wain first decided to make Student Director, and a Rollins politan Club, the French Club, and versity of Prestoria, South Africa,
A Capella Choir. In 1930 he chose as the subject for their Ina record of this life, permission had to be Trouper. Dramatics have not been
obtained from the honorable elders of the her only interest however, for she copped the singles and doubles ter-varsity debate "Resolved, that
championship
cups for canoe rac- we should return to a communism
House of Exile. Councils were held each has been the secretary of the Glee
afternoon for 18 days before assent was Club for the past three years. She ng. Yervant's many hobbies in- among wives as advocated by Plalude
Chess,
Tennis,
Soccer, Hock- to," the Rector decided not to
granted. Even then the first comment was is the past-president of the Chi
that the book would be "unimportant for Omegas, and secretary of the sen- ey ,and last but not least Psycho- make the hall available unless the
good or evil" and "an accomplishment only ior class. Besides these many ac- logy. Next year ,he is going to subject was changed. The debate
to a talkative woman."
tivities Thelma is swimming head study medicine in Europe and ex- was held, therefore, on the subThe finished product, however, seems on the W. A. A. board and recent- pects to receive a medical scholar- ject, "That any subject is fit for
destined for the best-seller lists and, at ly was honored by membership in hip from the 'Iraq government. debate." The motion was carried.
West Virginia Athenaeum.
least in the eyes of the western world, rep- the Rollins Key Society. Swimming, Ie will graduate from Rollins with
B.S. degree in Biology.
resents a real accomplishment. Incidental- dancing, and ping-pong take up
ly, Pearl S. Buck has endorsed it as "un- what little time she has left. Next
UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN year she will either cavort on the
questionably authentic."
When the alumni of the UniverMary Kinser
New York stage or preside over a
sity of Wisconsin erected a $1,250,Bysshe
is
a
moniker
that
arises
Florida schoolroom. It has been
000 student clubhouse as a war
"Major Mysteries of Science," by H. Gor- winded about that Thelma holds a from a deep and abiding fbve of memorial on the campus four years
the ol' master poet, Percy. Miss ago, they included in it a German
don Garbedian (Covici Friede),examines the pointer very well.
Kinser likes to withhold her true rathskeller as a reminder of formscientific outlook as of 1933 intelligently
opinion of this gentleman but those er days. The scene was reprofor the layman, though the book is very
who know Bysshe know this much duced in full, including the bar
elementary and school-boyish in spots. GarCarl Sweet
at
least, about her.
from a saloon once frequented by
bedian discusses the marvels of electricity,
Carl Sweet first saw light 24
Eustis nourished this delicate students.
tells what science may accomplish in deyears
ago
in
Ossining,
New
York,
flower from the time of her arrival
veloping new sources of power, points out
w appears that the only
the immense importance of chemistry in better known to the world-at-large into this vale of tears in the year thing lacking will be real beer,
the ordinary affairs of life, takes a look at as the home of Sing-Sing. But of 1911. Her high school days which university officials have forthe latest notions of tTie anthropologists Carl says that don't mean a thing. were uneventfully pased in the Eus- bidden to be served there, and that
From the very beginning Carl tis High School and she has been the students will continue to get
and speculates at length on the cosmic probone of this happy family for a good only milk, and other soft drinks
;s had ambitions of becoming
lems confronting the world's physicists.
His book may be accepted as authentic doctor, but he has had a hard time four years now; Awfully Good, across the bar.
Davidsonian
since such noted men of science as Robert deciding exactly where to get his Bysshe says.
A. Mi!likan, Henry Fairfield Osborn, Har- pre-med training. He came to Rol- . While here she has made numerAnd still another way to get a
low Shapley, Arthur H. Compton, Ales lins the year before last after a ous linoleum blocks and numberffrdlicka and George W. Crile examined the year at Brown University. Then less charcoals of graceful ladies in grade! Professor Visscher of the
last year he again searched for an doubtful positions for which she University of Illinois, College of
various chapters and made recommenda
education in the north, at Colum- has received prizes. Bysshe says Medicine has received threats detions.
bia this time, but once having she feels called upon to say that manding that all members of one
tasted of Rollins he wasn't satis- these prizes have not been too. re- of his classes be given a passing
Sherwood Anderson has been, for a few fied anywhere else, and returned munerative.
grade. He said he had received
years anyway, somewhat in the back- this year for his degree.
At the present time she is drink- notes instructing him to issue the
ground. But he comes crashing back with
In his two years a t Rollins Carl ing beer for her health. Miss Kin- passing grades or suffer the con"Death in the Woods, and Other Stories"
sequences.
Guess some student
has been an important member of
says that there is a very meri-y
(Liveright). It is quite generally agreed
the tennis team, always being right colony here that joins her in ree- has been going to the movies, or
that Anderson is at his best with the short
maybe
reading
punk imitations of
ding Beer For Health. One
story. Some critics have no use for him up there among the top ranking
Edgar Wallace.
at all as a novelist. But here, as in pre- players. He has also achieved a of the nicest things she ever did, Mississippi State College for Wolocal
reputation
as
a
ping
pong
I quote, was to gain seven pounds
vious short story works, he proves again
men—Spectator.
player of more than ordinary abiltwo weeks by drinking beer in
that he is a front-raaking literary artist.
There are 16 stories in this book and you ity, while this year he has round- Pittsburgh last summer.
Loyola university of New OrThe summer will be spent in gowill enjoy all of them if your literary tastes ed out his athletic career by playins next year will offer a course
are above par. "The Return," for example, ing all around first base in dia- ing to Canada by way of Utah. She
for underwriters and insurance agis a story of a New York man, successful mond ball.
tells me that this is one of her
in his business, returning to his little home
Carl intends to go to medical father's ideas and she won't take ents leading to a degree.
St. Petersburg Times.
town in the middle west after an absence school from Rollins, exactly where the blame for it herself. She has
of 20 years or so. He is disillusioned on he isn't quite sure. If he flunks been spending summers at a Caevery side. Nothing is the same; the out he says he is going to be a nadian cottage for some many WHAT CAN ROLLINS OFFER
people he knew as a young man are changA nation wide contest to find
hiropractor, but judging from his long years. It seems that they used. He drives away almost as quickly as
ecord here, he need not worry over ually arrive there with the birds America's typical co-ed for 1933,
he comes to the town. Anderson, a product
is being launched by one of the
0 dire a future.
of spring, for Canadian summers
of the middle west, often has said that you
popular magazine companies of
come late thereabouts, and leave
should never go back to your home town
the country. The winner will be
with the arrival of snow. Bysshe
unless you want to be disappointed. It is
named
the "All-American Girl"
Yervant Aristakes
states that it snowed there in Augbetter, he believes, to remember it as it
)rn in Baghdad in 1912, Yer- ust once upon a time. If you be- and will receive a movie contract
was—not as it is now.
this summer for not less than $100
vant grew up in the exotic influ- lieve that, take it from her, not
a week with expenses to and from
ence of the near east. After liv- from me.
Hollywood.
"Hard times are the hot houses in which ing for ten years surrounded by
She is uncommunicative about
Two photographs, one in profile
progress grows," says Dr. George Barton the tales and traditions of the Ara- her future plans. In fact, she says
and
the other full face must be
Cutten, president of Colgate University. bian Nights, he moved to Mussoo- that she is practically ignorant
"This forced growth is not pleasant, but it rie U. P. India in the Himalayan about the question of supporting sent to the contest editor not later
than
July 1, 1933. A statement
is valuable. Mankind has always had to be Mountains where he attended the
herself.
Her personal opinion from an elocution or dramatic
kicked upstairs. He is naturally lazy. You Henry Allen Memorial School for
seems to be that, like it or not, teacher regarding voice quality
cannot coax him, you must driv* him." Boys, an English institution. Yerher father will just have to keep j must accompany the photographs.
(NSFA)—The Maro»n.
vant spent five years here and then right t n .
'
West Virginia Athenaeum.
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SANDSPUR

SOCIAL mCULICUTS
ALOIS GIVES
PANEL DESIGN
Paintings Will Hang In Art
Studio
The Rollins College Art Department is the happy possessor of one
oJ Mrs. Mary Aldis' very interesting and colorful panel designs in
Tempera.
Several artists were
getting keen pleasure out of looking through Mrs. Aldis' portfolio
of paintings a few days ago—some
of them done in Paris and others
painted more recently in Winter
Park. The group were lingering
over the exquisite vine panel, done
j in a very subtle way, and with alI most the feeling of a pastel; soft
greens and blues blending with a
flowing feeling of one color melting into another yet conveying, as
is always true of Mrs. Aldis' brush,
unusual purity of color.
The
contrasting color used scales from
a delicate pink to a- rich peach.
Mrs. Aldis came to us while we
were loathe to leave her portfolio,
and expressed pleasant surprise
when we told her how much we appreciated her brilliant interpretation of line, design and color. Perhaps we asked for the painting that
will shortly hang in the office of
the Art Studio, and if so, we were
surely justified in requesting a gift
that will be a contant pleasure and
inspiration to the large number of
art students and guests at the College Art Department.

Chi Omegas To Give
Dance On May 20
Invitations were issued Tuesday
for the Chi Omega Spring Formal.
This dance, to be an annual event,
is to be held this year at the Aloma Country Club, on Saturday,
May 20, from 9 until 12 o'clock.
The Triangle Rhythm Kings,
popular Orlando orchestra, have
been engaged for the occasion.
The committee in charge of the
arrangements i n c l u d e s Mona
Graessle, Alyce Cleveland, Flossie
Hunsberger, Betty Childs and Betty Lynch.

Kappa Alpha Gives
Dance Wednesday
Last Wednesday evening the
members of the Alpha Psi chapter
of Kappa Alpha held an informal
dance at their house.
During the evening, refreshments
in the form of cookies and punch
were served. The guests spent the
evening dancing to a victrola. This
was the main form of amusement.
Mrs. Gage graciously acted as
chaperone for the affair.

Weston Wins Prize
In Beanery Contest

ROLLINSANIA
By M. J. DAVIS
This week's edition of the Rollins "Sandspur" marks the first
issue of this publication under the
newly organized staff that went
into office last week, after having
finally been okayed by the Publications Board, which insisted on getting a little publicity for itself and
not giving its sister organization,
the Student Council, the impression
that it was the only body that
could hold a couple of re-elections
and get away with it. The spirit
seems to be, that if the election
isn't worth fighting about, it's not
worth fighting for . . . or something!!
On its toes and ready to fight
for ansrthing or anybody at the very
mention of the world "Petition" or
"Publication," the student body is
looking forward with great interest to the "Sandspur" in order to
see what path and policy the new
regime will follow, especially on
the editorial page, where student
opinion and comment by the staff
on all pertinent questions of the day
are expressed. Avowedly liberal,
and firm supporters of the doctrine of "Rollins for Rollins Students," the new staff has in its
hands the mightiest weapon on
campus for the forming of student
opinion and campus sentiment, a
medium which, no doubt, will be
used to the fullest extent under
the progressive leadership of the
new editorial staff.
"There is too much administrative interference and censorship of
the press," has often been the cry
of the misinformed critics on campus, but this, we are happy to say,
is not the case. The editor of each
publication has the final word in
every instance as to what shall
and shall not be printed, and any
suppression or censorship of news
is due only to the usually conservative policy of the paper. The
"Sandspur," however, is more than
a news bulletin; it's an expression
of Rollins and Rollins ideals. Student opinion letters, of course, often reach the stage of sheer farce
(good phrase, that) and we have
often suspected that Carroll Cooney
or Sam Howe writes them in a
weaker moment. Seriously speaking, though, Cooney's inane travelogues have been a bright spot in
these pages for these past few
weeks. Maybe he'll get lost in one
of those God-forsaken places he
writes about some week-end and
we'll be through with him.
It's about time some bright lad
gave us a good parody on what
goes on at Monday night fraternity meetings. From what we heard,
a good bit of data might be picked
up at the Alpha Phi house, where
Monday night meetings are really
gone in for in a big way. The
girls have only been doing the ritual for two years now so they're
still a bit shaky on it, but there
is no excuse for forgetting the
password, and the countersign,
which left Barbara Parsons standing out in the cold, cold rain for
half an hour before the sisters recognized the secret knock, and allowed her to enter. Alpha Phi
songs and rituals are so secret that
only alumni are allowed to know
them, which naturally has a tendency to make the meetings all the
more intriguing as nobody can possibly know what's coming next.
Now if they just wouldn't announce where the meeting was going to be held and let every member guess, the meeting really would
be secret!!

Out of 25 suggested menus
turned in by students to the comTnittee appointed by the treasurer,
twelve menus were chosen as being thoroughly practicable and desirable, and the three menues given first rank by them were served
by the Commons last Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. A student
poll was taken and Wednesday's
menu suggested by Norman Weston
was voted to be the most satisfactory. The first prize of $10 was
awarded to him on Saturday, May
6- Thursday's meal, turned in by
More competition hit the campus
Holly Lynip, received the second
last week, when the Rollins Herald
prize of $5, while Bruce Durkee
appeared. The publication was not
»on the third prize of $3 with Priofficially approved by the Publi(lay's menu.
cations Union so none of the readNine consolation prizes of $1 ing matter is legal, and all stu«ch were awarded to the following dents are urged to forget everypersons: Bruna Bergonzi, Laura thing they read, until some action
Belle Fisher, Mrs. Harold Mutis- has been taken and the publication
Paugh, John D. Moore, Katherine approved. Do we not have a lot
Seaber, Janet Seasongood, Louise of fun with our Publications Un
Brett. Robert Elliott, and Paul children?? Yes, we do not!!
Dike.
Next year Rollins is offering
another amazing attraction to proMr, G. M. Richards has contrib- spective students. Besides the Conuted a lithograph by Arthur D. ference Plan, the Six-Hour Day,
Puller to the Rollins Art Studio. and the Unit-Cost Plan, the Rol-

Portable Typewriters
All Makes
Xew and I'sed
Convenient term^ can be
arran-cd.

Ravis Office Supply Co.
Orlando 29 E. Pine St. Floric

Steve's Bar-B-Q
Aways Warm Inside
Toasted sandwiches of all kinds
Mexican Chili
Midway between Orlando and
Winter Park

lins Catalogue will now read:
"Come to Rollins and be a voter."
"Show your independence and cast
your ballot with us." "Everyone
a Voter." Every entering student
will receive a little lead pencil on
a chain with which to mark ballots and sign petitions and pledges.
Last week Rollins abolished War,
gave President Holt a vote of Confidence, and wrecked the Beanery
and the combined student digestion by voting for, and eating,
meals suggested by various students. President Roosevelt will
probably think twice about interfering in European affairs now
that he knows just how Rollins
stands on the question of war.
There's nothing like telling the big
shots where to get off. As for
the student menus . . . all we can
say is that any student with nerve
enough to take money for having
suggested what we got to eat last
week during our little voting orgy,
deserves it; not for the menu but
for sheer courage in foisting the
idea off on Mrs. Haggerty.

EXIII IS
NOW Al STUDIO
Paintings By Rex Brasher On
Display

The new exhibit at the Art Studio consists of North American
birds painted by Rex Brasher.
For the completeness and success of Rex Brasher's achievement,
his name stands on the National
I Honor Roll of 1933.
I When a boy, he heard his father,
Philip M. Brasher, an ornithologist for whom the "Brasher Warbler" was named, say that there
was no book which faithfully portrayed all North American birds,
that even Audubon sometimes sacrificed exactness.
Rex Brasher
decided to remedy the deficiency,
to paint all North American species
and sub-species for the "ornithological bishops."
He spent forty-four years on the
job, going all over the continent
as hunter, sailor and farm worker. Two entire sets of bird paintWe were all gathered 'round in ings he burned and replaced with
the Publications Office trying to other and more exact ones.
impress our own importance on the
In 1928 Mr. Brasher completed
other "Sandspur" editors, and his final set of 1201 species, conGeorge Barber, our new Chief, was taining about 3000 figures, 80 per
trying to shout loud enough so he cent of them life-size; with backmight outline his plans for next grounds suitable to the habitat.
year, when the telephone rang. Being told that it would cost ?500,There was a deep silence, and slow- 000 to publish all and that no fourly, with great dignity, the new edi- color artist could catch all of the
tor lifted the receiver and listened soft shadowy quality that the arto the speaker. Suddenly his face tist had painted, he had each porblanched, his hands trembled, and trait reproduced in black and
his voice shook with agitation as white photogravure and sat down
he transferred his message: "My to color by hand all of his plates
Gawd," he whispered. "Stop the for the edition of one hundred sets
presses.! She wore pink georgette, of volumes.
not chiffon!!!"
It is generaly agreed that Mr.
In closing, we wish to leave this Brasher has surpassed Audubon
week's little problem with our and Fuertes in truth to nature and
readers. Was Kay Hara really in artistic technique.
snipe hunting out in the back yard
of her home last Thursday night,
clad in those attractive blue and
white flowered pajamas ? ? ? ?
And is it true that wedding bells and old shoes' are in the
offing for Miriam Sprague, and our
Kappa Phi Sigma will give its
own Arthur "The Duke" Wellingannual Spring Frolic on May 13
from 9 to 12 at the Chapter House.
It will be an invitational social
function.
It will be a break-down ball,
worn out apparel being the style
and beer and punch will be served.
The chaperones will be Mrs. SackAgatha Townsend was recently ett and five others of her selection.
awarded a scholarship by the Os- The officials of the Frolic will be
bourne Foundation of Montclair, as follows: Durkee, Head ChairN. J., to attend a ten-day course man; Karnopp, Reception; Hodgof the New England Institute of son, Rrefreshments; Ott, DecoraInternational Relations to be held tion; Durkee, Progn^-am.
at W^ellesly College, June 22 to
July 1.
The conference is yearly attended by students, teachers, lecturers,
and others interested in International Relations. Some of the
speakers a t the course this year
The W. A. A. Board met Monday
will be Robert A. Millikan, Norat 1 o'clock and the following comman Thomas, Manly O. Hudson,
mittees were appointed for the banSidney B. Fay, and Raj^mond Lesquet to be held on May 31.
lie Buell. Topics for discussion will
Place—D. Lang, B. Lynch.
be World Peace, Militarism in EdDecoration—B. Murphy, B. Conucation, Disarmament, and the
ner,
P. Hakes.
Economics of International RelaProgram—H. Lynip, P. Jarrell,
tions.
L. Green.
Transportation—R. Carson.
Aged Persons Learn Three R's
It was decided that no guests
would be invited other than W. A.
Topeka, Kan. (UP)—Among the A. Alumni.
pupils at night school classes for
adult negroes is a large group more
George Barber, president; Mary
than 60 years old which is learning
Lynn Rogers, vice president; and
to read and write. A woman past
Olive Dickson, secretary-treasurer,
tiy wrote her name for the
were installed into their respective
first time.
offiee.

Kappa Phi Sigma to
Give Spring Frolic

Scholarship Awarded
To Agatha Townsend

W. A. A. To Have
Banquet May 31st

Famous Baby Still Lives
Miss Mary Louise Paul spent the
Kansas City, Mo. (UP)—Charles
Bernard St. Johns, famous "one- week-end in Winter Park at the
Kappa
House.
pound baby," is now more than a
year old and weighs 19 pounds.
Few thought he would live, and he
was fed with an eye-dropper for
weeks and kept in

CASH AND CARRY
Dry Cleaning and Laundry

New Columnist Does Not Pi Beta Phis Give
Bridge For
Apologize to RoUinsania Benefit
Settlement School
Perhaps there is no necessity for
an apology to The RoUinsania columnist . . . this is no competition
anyway. As I go my carefree way
about the campus I hear things
now and then. It is better though
to ask questions in a column, for
then the reporter is protected. For
instance. Who is the girl that remarked at the Kappa dance that
she always knew how hot she was
when the back of her knees got
wet? Professor Hanna remarked
that the paper cups in use for
drinking at said dance looked antique . . . . Someone said about the
dancers there that some were
naive, some sophisticated, and
some just plain suggestive. Dick
Camp tells me that the concensus
of opinion at the dance was that
bathing suits should be really made
formal.
1 heard someone going down to
the lake for a twilight canoe,
equipped with pillows and blankets, being asked if they had a little bed-room in the middle of the
lake? Which reminds me what
kind of a canoe is a twilight ca-

noe? And by the way, whose
blanket was it that was left on the
shores of the Jungle one night in
the past week?
If you really want to find somebody in the following week we
suggest the Colonial as the most
likely spot of a hot afternoon.
You'll find it very, very cooling
there. Not many people seem to
know anything funny since the heat
came on. Don Marquis said that
it was getting harder and harder
to go to hell now. Maybe he's
right and Rollins just ain't aware
of it yet. With the spring coming
on I know a lot of descriptive adjectives that are becoming obsolete but I'd prefer not to mention
them here.
Ask Carroll Cooney about the
significance of sepia ink. He'll
probably say he doesn't know anything about it but don't let that
fool you.
And by the way, a certain professor appeared at the latest dance
with the price tag still on his monkey jacket. Maybe the depression
is a fallacy after all.

Relations Club
Virginia McCall
Has Last Meetim
Marries Dr. Shaw
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. McCall of
Gainesville, Florida, announce the
marriage of their daughter, Virginia, to Dr. Albert Shaw of New
York City, May 4, 1933.
The ceremony was solemnized
quietly and impressively a t high
noon in the Holy Trinity Church,
Gainesvile, by the Reverend William S. Stoney.
Those attending included Mr.
and Mrs. J. P. McCall, Miss Augusta Carter, Dr. John J. Tigert,
Judge and Mrs. J. L. Hackney, and
a group of Chi Omegas from Rollins.
Dr. and Mrs. Shaw will leave
soon to spend the summer in Europe. They plan to return in the
fall to spend the winter season in
Maitland.
DILLY DITTIES
By The WHISPS.
We know a girl that's surely no
nub.
To handsome Bud Coleman
She's known as Chub.
St. Pete boasts of a gal till they're
groggy.
To the Pi Beta Phis she's known
as "Foggy."
We met a guy in i dirty saloon
It was none other than our
"Buckie" Moon.
We know a lad who is surely a lady
killer.
He's known on the campus as W. T.
Miller.
We know a girl
Who to Moon is a pearl
But to us she is only Teddy Earle.

The International Relations Club
was entertained for their last meeting at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
Eugene R. Shippen, on Monday evening. May 1, at 8 P. M.
The delegates to the recent conference on International Relations
held at Emory University and Agnes Scott College at Atlanta, Ga.,
made reports. Chandler Johnson
spoke on the resolutions presented
to the Conference by the Rollins
delegation. Prof. Toj-y discussed
the speakers at the conference and
Agatha Townsend gave a report
of the financial arrangements.

Kappa Gammas Give
All-College Dance
Delta Epsilon Chapter of Kappa
Kappa Gamma entertained over
two hundred and fifty members of
the faculty, student body, and
friends of the college at a dance
held Saturday evening at The Colonial Orange Court Hotel in Orlando. The main dining room and
terrace of the hotel were used for
dancing. The Triangle Rythm Kings,
a ten-piece band from Eustis, played. Iced orange juice was served
throughout the evening. The chaperons were: Mrs. J. I. Chaffee,
Mrs. A. Haggerty, Mr. Alan Tory,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Sproul, and
Mrs. Gage. The dance committee
included B. G. Fishbacl^ La Georgia Newell, and Sara Harbottle.

Beanery Ball Will
Be Held on May 12th

On Friday evening. May 12th,
from 8 until 1 o'clock, the annual
Beanery Ball will be held in the
commons with Dave Horowitz in
charge of the arrangements.
Chaperones for the occasion will
be Mrs. Lester, Mrs. Enwright,
Mrs. Haggerty and Mr. Haggerty,
Le Cercle Francais will meet toand Dean and Miss Enyart.
night. May 10, at 7:30, at the home
An admisison of 25 cents will be
of Hughes Mellen, 215 Interlachen
charged to help defray the expense
avenue.
of the orchestra and refreshments.
The program is in charge of Marlene Eldridge. All members ar<
The Chi Omegas of Rollins were
asked to be present as there are
entertained by Jean Parker this
many important things to discuss.
week-end at the cottage, "SurfRefreshments will be served.
bound," at St. Augustine, Florida.
Swimming and sight-seeing were
enjoyed by the following girls:
Jean Parker, Bets Richards, Thelma Van Buskirk, Mary L. Nohl,
Alyce Cleveland, Maryruth Mitchell, Betty Lynch, Eleanor Sheetz,
Delta Rho Gamma Fraternity Mona Graessle, Jean Fullington,
installed Stanley Palmer in the of- and Margaret Jaeger.
fice of president last Monday eve.
ning. Other officers installed at
this time were Ralph Tourtellotte.
vice-president; James Holden, secretary; and Norris Clark, treas
will save you needless
urer.
delays and expense

French Club Will
Meet Wednesday

Delta Rho Gammas
Elect New Officers

Periodic Inspection

Bruna Bergonzi and T. J. Morris
were initiated into the Rollins Key
The State of Florida has acceptSociety, during the meeting held
ed eight lantern slides of the Rolat the Chi Omega house, last night.
lins campus. These will be colored
at the expense of the state and will
be shown many times at the Chicago Exposition.
Mr. Ganiere is leaving for Chicago on the twentieth. Besides his
own sculptures, he is taking with
him some examples of students'
work to use as a background for
them.

Pi Beta Phi entertained on Saturday afternoon. May Bth, at the
fraternity house. The bridge was
given for the benefit of Settlement School and there were about
twenty-five tables set up, on the
terrace and in the various lower
oms of the house.
Mrs. Wilcox and Virginia Jaekel, president of the sorority, received at the door, and the sororty girls served during the afternoon. Orange juice, ice cream and
cakes were served.
It is thought that the full amount
of the local quota will be sent to
the Pi Beta Phi Settlement School
this year, in spite of the stringent
times.

Special
Student

Drive in today for a complete inspection of your car.
Complete lubrication service.
Battery and Electrical
Service.
Mansfield and K e l l y
Tires.
Washing, Polishing, and
Simonizing.
Repair Service for all
cars.
Texas Gas and Oils.
Delco Batteries.
A. C. Fuel Pump Service
and Parts.

CITY STORAGE
GARAGE
WinterPark Golf Club

PHONE 74

BEAUTY SECTION
Let us give you a shampoo and
wave. We use quick and effective dryers.

Eda's Beauty Shop

BEAUTY
IS A DUTY

Mariam's Beauty
Shop
346 E. Park Arc.

Phone 113

Consult I s Ahout P

Dollar Dry Cleaning Co.
S32 E. Park Ave.. V.'inter Park

The Harper Method
SHOP
Scientfic Care of Hair
Waving, Facials, Manicuring
(;63 N. Orange Ave. Phone 7660
Advertise in the Sandspur
i'OT Results

Andre's Beauty Salon
Permanent
Waves
$5 and $7
Shampoo, Finger Wave,
Haircut, Manicure, Arch.
Each
..50c
220 S. Main, Orlando Phone 3479

THE

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

ROLLINS VARSITY OARSMEN OUTROW ASHEVILLE CREW
JMonticello High Wins TAR BASEBALLERS
W.A.A. Meets to Make
H i g h School
TAR OARSMEN NOSE Plans For New Girls' [A'S. a ROLLINS IFlorida
Baseball Tournament
Athletic System Here
LOSE FOUR GAMES
OUTASHVILLE ''8''IN
HALL TOP LEAGUE
ON RECENT TRIP
QUARTER LENGTH
Indian River Four Defeats Ashville Boat by Half a
Length; Captain Edwards Strokes Rollins "B'
Four To Win Over Ashville
With perfect weather conditions go Asheville began to pick up the
prevailing, a spirited Rollins crew stroke but before they could make
virtually sprinted the entire mile up the distance Indian River was
and a half course on Lake Maitland across the finish line a winner by
to nose out the Asheville boat by a good half length. The time for
the course was 5:25.
a scant quarter length.
In the second race of the day the
This victory of Saturday afternoon not only marks another stage Rollins B four opposed the B four
representing
the Asheville School.
in the advance of crew a t Rollins,
but predicts a good showing At the start both crews got off well
with
Asheville
having a slight adagainst Harvard in June, when the
Tars race one of the Crimson sec- vantage; however within a few
strokes
the
Rollins
crew had made
ond freshman boats.
By five-thirty the slight breeze up the distance. Holding the same
stroke
that
they
used
at the start,
which had prevailed all day died
completely, leaving the course in a thirty-six, Rollins began to forge
ahead.
With
each
stroke
they gainideal condition. With the starter's
gun, both eights were off to a fast, ed distance on the tiring Asheville
four.
They
crossed
the
finish
line
smooth start, the Rollins crew gainrowing a good thirty-two to take
ing a lead of about three yards.
the
race
by
more
than
a
length
in
Ed Jenks, plucky Rollins stroke,
immediately swung out to a power- the record breaking tiipe of 5:19.
The boatings, results and the avful sprint which promised to harass the Asheville aggregation. As erage weights of the crews folthe two boats rounded the first low:
First Race: Winner—Indian Rivbuoy, there was no perceivable
slacking off of the stroke, which er School for Boys. Time: 5:25.
Asheville
Indian River
averaged forty-one per minute for
Bow—Taylor
MacGaffin
the first stretch,
Behr
Coxwain Chalmers brought his No. 2—Robertson
Rowley
3—Heedy
boat easily around the marker and
Long
headed doij'n the lake, successfully Stroke—Abell
McCarthy
holding the Tars' scant lead. The Cox—Valier
Winner—Rollins.
Second Raci
Asheville crew was now fighting
to keep their stroke at the terrific Time: 5:19.
Asheville
Rollins
pace set by their opponents. It
Matzinger
evident that the North Carolinians Bow—Weston
Shaffner
were rowing a stroke far higher No. 2—Bonelli
No. 3—Abbott
Herrick
than they were accustomed to
Stackpole
an attempt to hold the Rollins boat Stroke—Edwards
Cox—Lichtenstein
Valier
to their small lead.
Average Weight;
As Chalmers took his 1:
-.-156
around the second buoy the Florida Rollins -„
-150
boat became unsteady, the bow Indian River -151
oars splashed, and the stroke drop- Asheville B
148
ped to thirty-eight per minute for Asheville A -,the first time. Cox soon had them
organized, however, and the relentless beat climbed to forty once
again.
It was now evident that Jenks
was intent on retaining his sprint.
The Blue and Gold boat was rowing
a cool race, successfully prohibiting Asheville from falling back to
a lower, more accustomed stroke.
Golf Gossip
Because of the high rate of strikAll the interest of the golf ening, both crews were checking, but
thusiasts
will
be centered for the
were forced forward by sheer
next few weeks on the big mixed
strength.
tournament.
On the final stretch, the two outThe girls' team and boys' team
fits were rowing the same splendid race that was evident during have been paired off and the first
the first quarter mile. Jenks had match will be played off Wednesdeveloped a telling kick, success- day of this week at the Aloma
fully transmitted through the boat links. The matches are to be of
by John Cudmore, No. 7, which the so-called Scotch-ball foursome
proved to be the winning factor of brand. The partners playing one
the race. Asheville was still row- ball between them and alternating
ing an admirable race but was hold- shots. Those playing in the touring the beat up with great diffi- nament together are as follows:
Priscilla Hakes—Tommy John,culty.
son.
Driving the Tars at the same
Ginny Jones—Bill Miller.
forty stroke per minute average,
Penny Pendexter—Cliff Turner.
Chalmers took his boat over the
Jane LeRoy—Bob Enck.
finish with a scant quarter length
Emily Burks—Dexter Ward.
to spare. Abell, wiry Asheville
Mary Lib Jones—Johnie Brown.
stroke, is to be commended for his
Bull's Eye
fine work. He stroked his boat at
The big event to the many archa pace at least eight strokes a minery
sharpshooters
will take place
ute faster than they had been
coached to row, and only lost the this week in the form of an OddEven
turnament.
From what we
race by a slight margin.
hear there will be much keen competition from the start to the finRollins
Asheville
We might add that the winBow—Whitelaw
Faunce
ner of last year's tournament was
No. 2—Bonelli
Lanman
Agatha Townsend. Will she be
No. 3—Weston
Herrick
to hold her place at the top
No. 4—Brown
Taylor
again this year?
No. 6—Abbott
Robertson
Volley Ball
No. 7—Cudmore
Heedy
he volley ball season ended last
Stroke—Jenks
Abell
week
in
one
grand fight between
Coxwain—Chalmers
Valier
the Thetas and the Independents.
Coaches: Commodore Coffee of
The result of this game was quite
Asheville; C. R. Oldham of Rollins.
surprise to those who had folOfficials: A. W. Jones, Timer;
lowed the tournament from the
Bud Cudmore, Starter; Commodore
start. The Independents by a hard
Coffee, Bud Coleman, Bob Barber.
fight came out victorious and winners of the cup for this season.
In The Swim
Last Friday a four-oared crew
Now is the time to get in the
from the Indian River School denm. All the classes, are holding
feated the sweep-swingers from
the Asheville School by one-half tryouts for the meet that is soon
length over the three-quarter mile to take place. A plea has been
ent out for all girls to come to the
course on Lake Maitland.
Both crews got off to a good tryouts and support their class.
start rowing about thirty strokes
Green Bay, Wis. (UP)—A perto the minute. At the halfway
mark both crews had settled down fectly formed, white letter "M"
to about a twenty-six. Little by was imprinted on each wing of a
little the hard rowing crew from large, brilliantly colored buttei-fly
Indian River School forged ahead. which hatched from a cocoon gathWith about four hundred yards to ered by Mrs. Joseph Delamarcelle.

NEWS OF
WOMENS
SPORTS

There are going to be bigger and
better organized athletics for women at Rollins. From the way
the W. A. A. is working it looks
as if this will soon change an aim
to a reality.
The W. A. A. met Thursday
morning in Recreation Hall. Two
plans drawn up by a committee
composed of M. Trowbridge, M.
Rogers, K. Hara, A. Butler, P.
Jarrell, and J. Fullington were
: presented to the association. M.
Trowbridge suggested an Athletic
Club open to all girls actively interest in sports. There would be
Sports Heads as in the present
system but there would be numerous changes. There would be less
competition in sports and any girl
would be entitled to a blazer. A.
Pendexter proposed keeping the existing organization but substituting an "R" Club as governing body
for the existing W. A. A. Board.
All girls entering school would automatically become W. A. A. members. Participation in three sports
or team membership on one would
make a girl eligible for the "R"
Club.
The committee will meet again
to draw up a plan incorporating
these two proposals and will present it to the association on May
18.
Marjorie Bastin was taken into
the W. A. A. at this meeting. The
annual banquet was announced for

With the second half of the intra-mural diamond ball tourney
rapidly drawing to a close, and
with all four teams fighting desperately for scoring honors, interest in this, the most popular of all
intra-mural sports, is mounting to
fever heat.
First half results,
which have finally been tabulated
now that all postponed games have
been played off, still show the Kappa Alpha fraternity leading the
league with the unusual standing
of six victories and no defeats.

Hall came from behind
Rollii
in the final days' play and took second place honors with three wins
and three defeats, followed closely
by the cohorts from the X Club
with two wins and four defeats,
while Theta Kappa Nu brings up
the rear with one lone victory and
five losses scored against them.
Leading the league in batting is
George Ganson, of the X Club, with
19 hits and 16 runs for 33 times at
bat, for a percentage of .575. Loring Pepper, Theta Kappa Nu slugger, ranks second, with a .571 average, for 6 runs and 8 hits for 14
times at bat. Robertson, Washburn,
Wetherell, and Sweet, are the next
four ranking sluggers in the league, with averages of .500,, .483,
.481, and .454 respectively. Only
one of the leading league hitters
is a member of the first half leaders, the K. A. Club.

j In a well-played game, Montij cello High won the twelfth annual
Florida High School baseball tournament conducted by Rollins College on Saturday, defeating Mulberry four to one. Roberts, Monticello boxman, hurfed brilliar^ly,
keeping Mulberry's eight hits well
scattered.
Spence, left-hander second string
Mulberry pitcher, had a disastrous
first
inning, when Monticello
punched across two runs, but
pitched effectively from then on
until the seventh, when he weakened. Evans, who had defeated
' Leesburg Friday and Ocala Saturday morning, to qualify for final
championship game, pitched the
last two innings for Mulberry.
Monticello scored their brace of
runs in the opening frame when
Curtis walked and went to second
on a sacrifice. Roberts singled,
scoring Curtis; Howerton hit safely and Snipes drove in Roberts
with a single. Monticello added
another in the sixth when Howerton was safe on an infield error,
stole second, went to third on an
infield out, and tallied on a wild
pitch by Spence. Their fourth and
last marker came in the seventh
when Stelts singled, went to second on a sacrifice, and to third on
a passed ball, scoring a moment
later on Curtis* short roller to the
infield.

The Tar baseball team returned chance on the next hitter drivin*
to Winter Park late Saturday night into a forced play. As things turn,
after a six-day trip through Geor- ed out, the strategy was success,
gia where they lost a two-game ful.
The next batter hit a wetl;
series to Georgia State Teachers grounder down to Dunlop at short
College, and then dropped two more and the inning seemed to be over
to South Georgia College of Doug- but Morris failed to cover second'
las.
and everyone was safe all around.
In the first game, the Tars went The next man up for the Georgians
into the first half of the eighth hit the apple for three bases, and
with the game all tied up at five the Teachers had shoved four runs
all, and then the Georgia batters across, and the game was lost by
came to life with a vim, and pound- a six to five count.
ed T. J. Morris for five runs and
The first game at Douglaa saw
salted the ball game away ten to those boys have three big inninps;
five. The Tars threatened in their the first in which they scored six
half of the ninth, but did not score. runs, the third when they scored
The second game was almost an one, and the fourth when they puslt.
exact duplicate of the first only ed three more counters across. The
more so if that can be possible. Tars were unable to hit the slanU
For eight innings, Tom (Pedimet- of the Douglas pitcher, and the fi.
er) Lawton stood the Teachers on nal count was ten to one.
their heads. Only two unearned
Augmented by the return
runs had been gathered from his their ace left-hander, Al Stoddnslants, and he had all the speed to the mound, the Tars were ho;
and curves necessary to stop any ful of winning the last game of ;
college club. In the meantime, the trip. To sbow their appreciati.
Rollins team, led by Dick Wash- the Tars made all sorts of err,^
ington, John Doyle and Bralove, in the first inning, and the Gd
had hit th:
Teachers' pitchers j gians were able to score sevi
hard to run
a five to two lead, times with three hits. From th.
and it seemed to be all over but on it was just a question of hcu
the shouting. But the Teachers large the score was to be, and thr
had a man on third base and an- final count was fourteen to fivi
other runner reposing on second after nine innings of baseball that |
Mulberry's lone tally was a home with two out. Lawton walked Ket- had the spectators as well as
run by Hall in the second inning. ties to fill the bases and take a ' p l a y e r s dizzy.

4U 'um^ as We'tt osttUpu, VAUU^
SUPPOSE YOU
TELL ME WHY
YOU SMOKE
GRANGER"

W

ELL, it's like this. Back in the old
days, when men wore high hats and
frock coats, they had plenty of time to
think things out, and they had sense, too.
They used to sit down on a log and take
the time to whittle their tobacco from a
plug, to be sure of having a cool smoke.

" I n those days, a man named Wellman,
right here in Quiney, 111., made about the
best tobacco you could get. He knew how
to keep the flavor fine and mellow.
"Well, sir, the people who make this
Granger R o u g h Cut a c q u i r e d Mr.
Wellman's method, and they must have
known how the old boys used to whittle
their tobacco to make it smoke cool. Yes,
sir, this Granger is the real stuff. The
same mellowness and fine flavor that
Wellman used to hand out to his friends.
And it's whittled into big shaggy flakes
all ready for the pipe. 'Rough Cut' they
call it—'cut rough to smoke cool' is the
best way I can describe it.

O 1933
LIGGEn &
TOBACCO CO.

"Regardless of price. Granger is about
the best pipe tobacco I ever smoked. Hiat's
why I smoke it, and that's why they call
it America's Pipe Tobacco, sir."

•

•

•

Now we wanted to sell Granger for lOji.
It was just a question of how to do it for
the price. So we pack Granger in a sensible foil pouch instead of an expensive
package, knowing that a man can't smoke
the package. We give smokers this good

GRANGER tobacco in a common-sense ^
pouch for 10^.
<
GRANGER has not been on sale very
long, but it has grown to be a popular
smoke. And there is this much about it—
we have yet to know of a man who started
to smoke it, who didn't keep on. Folk*
seem to like it.

